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The non-tradable shares reform started formally on 29-Apr 2005.The government 
implements the reform in non-tradable shares reform, is our country capital market 
basic system reform, tries hard to solve the difficult problem fundamentally which 
puzzles the Chinese stock market.. Since the reform had been implemented for more 
than two years, in one hand the capital market had changed smartly especially the 
three main function of the market had exerted; in the other hand the still existed 
problem in the corporation value government, for example most company has the 
problem of “only one big share” and “Insider control”. As we known, in the proceed of 
non-tradable shares reform, it exposed all kinds of problems and mostly every step of 
the reform had induced many arguments and query form different fields. By discussed 
and settled those questions, the development of  the capital market is more and more 
normative, in the other hand ,the risk of market had released, the capital market started 
to offer an better condition for the corporation government . So the reform is a rough 
process but also a profound experience. 
The speed of this reform is rapid. In this process, It produced many valuable 
theories and many scholars studied the reform infection by using event research 
method. This paper based on the theories which formed in the past and results which 
came form others and analyzed the effect of this reform on the corporation’s valuation, 
at last tested it by using positivism method. In this paper it tried to analyze the change 
of the finance market which cause the environment of the corporation government had 
improved hugely and in last improved the corporation value. The first part briefly 
introduces the background and purpose of this research in the article; it also points the 
frame of the research and innovation research. Part two describes the formation and 
development of the non-tradable shares reform. The third part described the market 
domino effect and put forward several standards. The fourthly part discuss the change 
of the government condition after this reform. At last, the article used the EVA verify 













contain 38 non-tradable companies. Through studied the exhibition of the last two 
years, it has some conclusion as follows: the reform has produced positive effect on 
the market; in the primary moment the investor didn’t have enough belief and lead to 
the un-rational market anticipation. For a long time, the effect is more and more 
evident, but still not completely realized the arms. But it still had new questions effect 
the company value. At the some time, there are many hidden trouble in the capital 
market. For the sake of keeping the effect the government and the market main bodies 
should enhanced to make more corresponding policies. 
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体来说，股改公司 G 股股票存在着正的超常效益，中小板块的 10 家试点公司 G























































































































                                                        
①上海证券市场成立于 1990 年 12 月，当时仅 8 只股票上市流通，分别为延中实业、真空电子、飞乐音响
(600651)、爱使股份(600652)、申华实业、豫园商场、飞乐股份(600654)和浙江凤凰，俗称“老八股”。 
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